
Compact portable 19-pin cable diagnostic tool

Automatically displays status of all circuits. Onboard logic will not 
misdiagnose bussed grounds. Use in the field or at the workbench.

•	Fully	automatic	19-pin	“Soca”	tester	for	
portable or bench use. 

•	Performs	essential	tests:� 
- Continuity check of extension cable    
 (in less than 2 seconds).  
	-	 Load	check:�	identifies	110v	or	240v	lamps,			
	 moving	lights	or	open	circuits.

•	No	buttons	or	user	programming.	
•	Displays	results	instantaneously.	
•	Fully	protected	against	accidental	mains	power.	
•	Battery	Life:�	 
	-	 Standby	mode:�	Three	weeks. 
	-	 Operation	mode:�		Two	days	constant	use.

Best	Lighting	
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FAQs

What is the ProTester 19 MOBAL tester?

Global Design Solutions developed the compact combined Socapex® extension lead and fault tester to meet 
a market need in the entertainment industry for a quick and comprehensive Socapex fault diagnosis and 
correction system.  The product is compact, digital, completely weather proof and operates automatically.  
ProTester 19 MOBAL is completely portable, making it ideal for touring or any venue and production work.  
In addition, it can be bench-mounted for repetitive cable preparation.  MOBAL stands for “Make Or Break 
And Load,” which describes the different tests performed by the ProTester 19 MOBAL.

How does the product demonstrate a new style of thinking?

ProTester 19 MOBAL is the first fully automated Digital Socapex Tester, allowing the operator to concentrate 
on the test or fault rather than having to decide “what test to perform.”  It literally does that for you!  With no 
buttons, you can execute a continuity check or inline real time load check.  The tester automatically senses 
which test is required and displays the results instantaneously on an OLED (organic LED) display.  Test results 
are displayed in SYMBOLS rather than WORDS, making the ProTester 19 MOBAL usable by anyone, in any 
country, in any language.

How does the product improve technical practice?

ProTester 19 MOBAL has reduced the time to diagnose a fault in situations where every second counts.  
By performing multiple tests, the technician can check various cables and equipment with a single tester.  
The technician has a clear indication where the fault lies, saving labour, effort and time.  The unit is fully 
protected against accidental connection to a dimmer and will safely continue working afterwards.  It is also 
very durable and long lasting, offering cost-value in today’s demanding production environment.

How does the product enhance safety?

It reduces the risk of having faulty cables.  The unit identifies damaged cables or equipment efficiently and 
keeps people on the ground as much as possible once the rig is in the air.

How does the product help with energy-saving or sustainability?

The product is RoHS and WEE compliant.  It uses rechargeable lithium ion technology.  It is lightweight, 
efficient and reliable over the long term.  

Does the product introduce new technology, new materials or new techniques?

The ProTester 19 MOBAL design represents a breakthrough in tester technology, introducing for the first 
time, a fully-automated cable tester which is essential for all the reasons mentioned above.  The technique of 
using symbols rather than words makes this a truly international product. 

Do you have any patents or unique intellectual property in this product?

We have world patents (pending) on the technology and design.  We also have a registered design in 
Europe, North America, Asia and Australia. 

Product	Dimensions	(WxDxH):�	60mm	x	180mm	x	60mm
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